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Plymouth Community Homes Board
Microsoft Teams
4 February 2021 at 5pm
Present:
Nick Lewis (NL) (Chair)
Debbie Roche (DR) Vice Chair
Simon Ashby (SA)
Graham Clayton (GC)
Lavinia Porfir (LP)
Liz Nicolls (LN)
Graham Stirling (GS)
Nigel Pitt (NP)
Tina Tuohy (TT)
Maddi Bridgeman (MB)
Valerie Lee (VL)
Julie White (JW)
In attendance:
John Clark, (JC) Chief Executive
Nick Jackson, (NJ) Director of Business Services and Development
Gill Martin (GM) Director of Corporate & Manufacturing Services
Belinda Pascoe (BP) Head of Governance
Leanne Eastwood (LE) Governance Officer – Minutes
Angie Scott (AS) Head of Communications and Marketing
Andrew Lawrie (AL) Head of Development
Jane Suter (JS) Head of Finance
Apologies:
None.
1.

Welcome and Introductions
Confirm Quorum

01/02/2021

The meeting started at 5:00pm

02/02/2021

NL welcomed everyone to the meeting, which was confirmed as quorate and
went through the meeting protocol which included how to indicate that a
member wants to raise a question.
All Board members had been given the opportunity to ask questions before
the meeting via email and responses to those questions had been circulated
to all Board members ahead of the meeting and are included as
questions/answers within these meeting minutes.

2.

Apologies for Absence
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03/02/2021

No apologies for absence had been received.

3.

Declarations of Interest

04/02/2021

The guidance on declaring an interest was noted.

4.

Minutes of the Previous Meeting. 16 December 2020

05/02/2021

The minutes from the meeting on the 16 December 2020 were considered
and it was agreed that they were an accurate record of the meeting and
could be signed by the chair electronically.

5

Redacted written resolutions of Previous meeting 15 September 2020.

06/02/2021

The proposed redactions were reviewed and approved by the PCH Board
these will be published on the PCH Website in line with the PCH
Transparency policy.

6.

Matters Arising – None

07/02/2021

23/12/20 -Noted that the update detailed in the December minutes on
PCHMS would be brought to the Board in March 2021.

7.

Minute Action and Resolution Tracker.
The Minute action and resolution tracker was reviewed and noted.

08/02/2021

The Board queried if there was a timescale for a paper on zero carbon
strategy to come to Board.
It was explained that we are in the process of cleansing and analysing
energy performance data about the stock in preparation for developing plans
to decarbonise the homes, and we also need to consider how to achieve net
zero for the running of the business more generally. This will be covered in
Asset Management at the Board Away Day on Friday 12th February.
8.
09/02/2021

Redacted a Confidential - Decisions since last meeting Urgent
Decision: NatWest Conditional Offer letter Review.
Board members were asked to note the Urgent Decision that had been
approved on the 28 January 2021 in relation to the NatWest Conditional
Offer letter. The finance committee had reviewed the letter at its meeting on
the 20th January 2021 which set out the terms of the new financing
arrangements with NatWest which would see a move from the current facility
of £45 to a RCF of £65m.Tthe finance committee considered it a good offer
and had discussed some minor amendments to be negotiated with NatWest
regarding the adoption of SONIA ( rather than LIBOR) at day 1 and the
arrangement fee. These had now been concluded and the amended offer
was approved using the Urgent Decision process as agreed.
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9.
10/02/2021

10.
11/02/2021

Briefing papers since last meeting: Housing Ombudsman- Complaint
code.
Agreed that moving forward briefing papers will be circulate to board
members via email and then uploaded to Board Jannet for reference.

Chairs Urgent Business.- IDA
Board Members were advised that we have received notice of an In Depth
Assessment from the RSH which is due to take place in April. Further
information was expected in the next few weeks. It would be carried out
virtually and t the regulator will be attending the Board meeting on the 25
March 2021.

11.

Committee Minutes CirculatedARC 19 January 2021

12

ARC Chairs update 19 January 2021 including items which are being
brought to this meeting for Board approval.

12.1

ARC Item 9 Annual Health & Safety Report

12/02/2021

The Annual Health and Safety review was presented and reviewed by the
ARC on the 19 January 2021. The report provided an overview of H&S
performance across PCH in the previous 12 months and provided assurance
that H&S Risks and Concerns are being properly managed as required
under the H&S at work act.
It was noted within the report that during 2020 there was a reduction of
accidents and incidents reported across PCH of 25%. This includes those
reported by contractors working on PCH’s behalf.
The decrease in incidents recorded was to be expected as some PCH
activities were reduced during the Coronavirus (COVID-19) lockdown
periods, and also suggested staff/contractors have practiced greater
adherence to safe systems of work etc. due to pandemic issues. Accident
reporting was up by 36% this was a positive increase as it indicated that
more staff are aware of their responsibilities and reporting incidents through
the correct channels.

13/02/2021

The committee took assurance that all risks around Covid were being
effectively managed. It was also noted that there is a legal and regulatory
requirement as a Board to have a H&S Strategy.

14/02/2021

The PCH Board :
1) Noted that the Audit and Risk Committee approve the updated Health
and Safety policy.
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2) Agreed that the Audit and Risk Committee continue to receive the
annual health and safety performance report.
3) Agreed that Plymouth Community Homes Board continue to receive
the annual health and safety performance report for monitoring and
associated Audit and Risk Committee decisions.

12.2

15/02/2021

Redacted as Commercial Sensitive - ARC Item 10 Recovery plan and
Asset & Liability Register.
The Recovery Plan and Asset and Liability Register were considered by the
Audit and Risk Committee on the 19th January 2021.
This report provided assurance that PCH have a robust Asset & Liability
Register in place covering physical, contractual and contingent asset &
liabilities across the group for our own purposes and as required by the
Regulator.
It also presents the annual update of the recovery plan which constitutes the
detailed approach to financial business continuity in the face of the
crystallisation of short-term financial and operational shocks and risks
having a longer term financial impact on the organization.

16/02/2021

This updated plan should be considered in conjunction with the Thirty Year
Financial Plan presented to board in September 2020, including stress
testing and agreed mitigations.
An interim update on the recovery plan and asset and liability register was
brought to the board in November 2020 and this further review included
changes to the recovery plan to reflect the following:







Impact of Covid 19 Pandemic
Impact of PCHMS ceasing operations
An increase in alternative asset values following valuations for
security purposes undertaken in year, resulting in a net increase of
£25m,
Changes to the key personnel listed within the Recovery Plan and
following structure changes and response flowcharts,
Inclusion of the latest Contracts Register, reflecting the continuous
review and identification of low to critical spend across the
Association, contracted and non-contracted, and assessment of
impact if potentially reduced.

It should be noted and give assurance to the Audit & Risk Committee and
Board that the Recovery Plan has been a regular reference point over the
previous 9 months of Covid restrictions and the ability to implement promptly
is not impacted by remote working.
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17/02/2021

The following questions were raised and answered:
Q: Of the £142m unencumbered properties- are they mostly amber and
red?
Q: Of the £2m /76 properties that are red- will this position change at some
point?
Circa 80% of the unencumbered properties are green, with the remaining
20% amber and red. The amber and reds are under review, and with
assistance of external legal advice, the intention is to clean the titles and
move to green/amber, where possible.

18/02/2021

The PCH Board
1. Approved the updates to the Recovery Plan
2. Approved the latest Asset and Liabilities Register.

12.3

19/02/2021

Redacted as Commercial Sensitive- ARC Item 14 Review of Golden
Rules and Financial Strategy
The Audit and Risk committee considered the proposal to amend the
existing golden rules and financial strategy which they are recommending to
the board for approval.
The amendments were:
1. moving the level of unsold shared ownership and open market sales
from a monitoring point to a Golden Rule, with the level set at 15% of
turnover
2. increasing the restriction on the planned and forecast amount of
shared ownership and open market sales from 15% to 20% of
turnover
3. changing the gearing Financial Strategy aim from debt to be no more
than 15 times EBITDA – MRI to a debt per unit of no more than £15k.
These changes reflected the changes to our operating environment given
the ambitions set out in the latest approved development strategy and 30
Year Financial Model. They had been developed taking into account the
views of our Treasury Advisors (Chatham) and, to the extent that they are
available, Funders, Regulator of Social Housing and Credit Rating Agency.
They provide for a higher, but still modest level of open market sales risk,
with the level of unsold stock being given a higher profile and becoming a
golden rule. Appropriate trigger points are in place for each Golden Rule.

20/02/2021

The PCH Board approved the proposed revisions to the Golden Rules and
Financial Strategy.
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12.4

ARC Item 16 Strategic Risk Register

21/02/2021

The Strategic Risk Register was reviewed by the Audit & Risk committee at
its meeting on the 19th January 2021. The report showed that there had
been two changes to the risk scoring since its last review was presented in
October 2020. These related to :


Risk B (Covid) – Failure / loss of services of key supplier /
contractor – Overall risk score has decreased to 6 AMBER (3,2) from
9 AMBER (3,3)

Additional daily monitoring of cash and supplier credit agency monitoring
Sharing of due diligence data with Advantage South West
Overstocking and dual sourcing of key items
No significant shortages reported by Procurement



Risk 14 – EMT/Board conflict and/or succession risk – Overall risk
score has increased to 8 AMBER (4,2) from 4 GREEN (4,1)
Changes to Corporate Governance Code relating to Board tenure and
skills

22/02/2021

The PCH Board noted the Strategic Risk Register

13

Finance Committee Chair update

23/02/2021

This was covered off in the Urgent Decision in item 8

14

Redacted as Commercially sensitive -Development Committee Chair’s
update 28 January 2021 including items which are being brought to
this meeting for Board approval.

24/02/2021

The Development Committee met last Thursday, 28th January 2021 and
considered a number of significant reports, including the proposed Open
Market Sales scheme at Bere Alston with Burrington Estates. This report is
included on this Board’s agenda (Item 14.2), as is the Quarterly
Development Update (Item 14.1)
In terms of specific development projects the Committee noted an update on
the Tamerton Foliot Joint Venture with Halsall. Following approval by PCH
Regeneration Company, the land purchase was completed in mid-December
2020, the JV partners continue to work on detailed designs and PCH is now
in a position to sign the building contract with Halsall Construction, with a
start on site anticipated in March 2021. A sales and marketing contract with
Bradley Estate Agents is due to be completed shortly.
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PCH continues to pursue s106 opportunities and the Committee approved,
subject to conditions, the purchase of 51 affordable homes (35 affordable
rent and 16 shared ownership) as part of a development by Bunny Homes in
Bodmin. The cost will be £6m. Bunny are confident that planning consent will
be granted in late February/early March with completions between 2022 and
2024. The project is within PCH’s agreed Development Area and will
reinforce our existing presence in SE Cornwall. Given its location, however,
a higher allowance for maintenance and management costs has been
included in the financial appraisal of the scheme.
The Committee considered the results of a two year post occupancy
research study of our Passivhaus scheme at Primrose Park, Plymouth. The
performance of the homes was compared to that of the recently completed
Porsham Heights development at Southway. Building to passivhaus
standards was a condition of the land purchase from PCC and evidence
from similar schemes elsewhere suggested that significant energy cost
savings could accrue to residents. Surprisingly the research showed that
energy costs for Passivhaus residents were only slightly below those at
Porsham Heights, a scheme built largely to Building Regulations standards.
Both schemes perform considerably above the UK typical home. Passivhaus
provided better air quality and overall comfort, but at a significant additional
cost (somewhere between £10k and 20k per unit). The research will help
inform our approach to delivering low cost in use housing to residents and
value for money to PCH as part of our move towards zero carbon homes.
The committee had previously agreed that we pursue grant from Homes
England’s 2022-26 programme through the continuous market engagement
(CME) process but that we should explore opportunities to take on Delivery
Partner status with an existing Strategic Partnership. We were advised that
PCH has been invited to join a partnership led by Curo Housing (a 13000
home HA operating mainly in the Bath and NE Somerset area) to deliver
around 2000 homes in total by 2028. While the partnership route should
provide greater certainty on and higher levels of grant than the CME
process, it will require a commitment to deliver a specific number of new
homes. This will require us to actively identify and acquire a pipeline of
development sites. Joining the partnership will not prevent us bidding under
CME. There is likely to be a tight timescale for the submission of the
partnership bid to HE. Accordingly, the Committee agreed to delegate
agreement of the partnership arrangement to EMT, subject to consultation
with the Chair and Vice of the Committee, to ensure that the final number of
units to be delivered is consistent with our approved Development Strategy.
Board members were reminded that the potential Partnership with Curo
should be classed a Commercial in Confidence and not discussed outside of
the Board meetings so as not to compromise any agreement.
The Committee noted the December 2020 Management Accounts. Year to
date net expenditure remains well below budget with most variances due to
lower build costs arising from Covid related delays and lower sales income
due to the delay on OM sales (Halsall scheme) and conveyancing delays on
SO sales. Whole scheme net capital forecast at £91m is £1m below Board
approved level.
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No changes to scoring have taken place on the Development Risk Register,
with no risks red lighted. The Committee asked that, subject to Board
approving it, a new risk be added relating to the Bere Alston OMS scheme.

14.1

Dev Com item 11 Quarterly Development Update & KPI’s

25/02/2021

NP explained that no issues were raised at Committee. Delays on some
schemes, including North Prospect Phases 4 and 5, due to materials
shortages and Covid related delays were noted. Grant funding for Phase 4.3
and 4.4 had still to be secured but HE has indicated it will be considered as
the scheme replaces moribund stock and results in new lets. SO sales have
held up well with only one property unsold for more than 6 months and the
value of unsold stock within the new Golden Rule limits. The Board is asked
to note the report.

26/02/2021

The following questions were raised and answered:
Q: Could you clarify what is meant by underperforming social value KPI
please?
KPI tables in relation to Kier at Phase 5 and Vistry Phase 4 North Prospect
‘Targets for Apprenticeships’ illustrate the poor performance to date against
these social value targets due to a number of reasons but mostly related to
the pandemic. We are pressing them for an improvement and a plan to
achieve that.

27/02/2021

The PCH Board noted the Development Update and KPI’s.

14.2

Redacted as Commercially Sensitive. Dev Com Bere Alston OM Sale
Scheme.

28/02/2021

NP advised the Board that this scheme would contribute to the Development
Strategy target of delivering 100 OMS homes over 5 years as a means of
generating cross subsidy to the funding of new affordable homes. This
particular project could generate a net surplus of c £1m.
The Committee and Board had previously received reports on the project
and the risks associated with it. In particular, both have considered cost
increase and OMS risks and the range of mitigations associated with them,
which are set out again in this report. This further update includes an
updated sales and marketing report supporting the OM and SO sales,
together with the results of due diligence on our prospective contactor
Burrington Estates (BE). Of concern to the Committee was the apparent
financial weakness of BE and the implications for the project should they
become insolvent. The Committee were reassured as to the financial
strength of BE in the light of the intention to raise £15m of capital through a
share offer and as to a fall-back position on building the scheme by the
advice of our employer’s agent that there was likely to be interest from a
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number of other contractors in taking the project over. It was also noted that
a bond and/or insolvency insurance would protect PCH from some of the
costs arising from any insolvency.
Development Committee was recommending that Board agree to proceed
with the scheme in accordance with the recommendations and the
conditions contained therein.

29/02/2021

As a result of questions the following was clarified:
Burrington Estates were in the process of raising £15m of capital through a
share offer and it was expected that this would be confirmed the next day.
As part of the due diligence we have asked for clarification on ongoing sales
as there was a concern that the market had slowed earlier this year due to
Covid. If BE got into difficultly they would have funds to continue for 12
months.

30/02/2021

That Board approved:
1. PCH purchasing affordable land from BE for a price not exceeding
Valuer’s formal valuation
2. PCHR purchasing open market land from BE for a price not
exceeding Valuer’s formal valuation
3. PCH entering into a fixed price contract with PCHR to develop nine
affordable units and associated infrastructure
4. PCHR entering into a fixed price JCT contract with BE for a price not
exceeding £6,500,000 to develop 31 units and associated
infrastructure
Noting that the combined price of (2) and (4) shall not exceed £6.5m
Noting that the combined price of (1) and (3) should not exceed
£1,053,000
5. Using PCH Subsidy of £144,000 to support the affordable offer
6. Entering into all relevant intercompany agreements between PCH and
PCHR, and PCH commissioning PCHR to deliver the project,
including appointment of consultants and granting licences over the
retained land
7. Purchase Orders being placed with BE/Solicitors for a sum not
exceeding £6,564,600 (to include £64,600 as a contingency to be
held outside of the build contract)
8. Delegation of authority to Executive Management Team members to
sign the purchase and build contracts.
9. PCHR approval to a working capital cap of £5m on the project, with
Development Committee a further £1.5m and with any net project
expenditure exceeding £6.5m requiring Board approval.
Subject to:
1. Confirmation of good title
2. Formal RICS Valuation showing land price shows value for money
3. Report from Employers Agent showing the build price offers Value For
Money
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4. Suitable planning and s106 Agreement being granted to enable PCH
to make the required return (20% on costs)
5. Suitable Performance Bond and/or Insolvency cover in place at
contract stage
15

Redacted as Commercially Sensitive -PCH Regeneration Chairs Update

31/02/2021

JC as Chair of Regeneration explained that at the meeting on the 1st
February 2021 there had been an Update on Tamerton Foliot Rd JV with
Halsall homes – with the land being purchased in December, and due to
start onsite in March. Marketing to be done by Bradley’s Estate Agents
Bere Alston –the Board undertook a thorough review of risks and VFM and
this was already discussed at Board tonight for decision.
Intercompany Loan – PCH Regeneration agreed to accept £8m at 4% for the
intercompany loan to finance the development sat Bere Alston. This would
now be subject to PCH Board approval this evening

15.1

Redacted as Confidential -Intercompany Loan

32/02/2021

NJ presented the report to board for approval to enter into an intercompany
loan of £8m being made from PCH to PCHR to fund the PCHR open market
sale ventures. The loan is proposed to be made available for 7 years on a
revolving credit basis at a fixed interest rate of 4%.
The underlying risk and opportunity of the investment in Open Market Sales
Properties by PCHR was considered in the Bere Alston report to this Board.
If the Board approves going ahead with the Bere Alston development then
funds will need to be provided to PCHR to enable it to fund the project. Open
Market Sales are part of the Development Strategy and the business plan
supports us selling 20 homes per annum. This requires access to working
capital to fund the schemes and this loan will finance this part of the plan.
The following questions were raised and answered.

33/02/2021

Q: If units didn’t sell at Bere Alston, and we proposed to convert to
market rent, would we bring in specialist expertise to help us in our
new role as a PRS landlord?
The HA I worked in went into PRS at scale and quickly found it very
different to managing social housing.
No decision has been made on how any market rent properties would in
practice be managed. The point in terms of difference in managing MR from
social housing is understood and will be addressed in advance of the
properties coming to market. Consequently the housing management
allowance assumed within MR fall-back appraisal option has been increased
from the standard rate of £130pa per property to £300 to reflect this
challenge. Scale would remain small.
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34/02/2021

Q Investment policy- is there any way we could add the term ethical
into the document? I appreciate that policy refers to best practice in
terms of the board considering the ethics of any proposed investment
but, just to evidence to the public that is how we operate might be
favourable.
We will look to add into the policy and undertake a review of similar
organisations investment policies for comparison.

35/02/2021

The PCH Board approved the granting of the Intercompany loan agreement
at Appendix 1 by agreeing the following resolutions:
1. That the terms of the Documents be and are hereby approved by
the Association;
2. that the execution and delivery by the Association of each of the
Documents and the performance by the Association of its
obligations under each of the Documents is in the best interests of
the Association for the benefit of the community and to all such other
factors as the directors considered relevant;
3. to approve the execution and delivery by the Association of the
Documents and the performance by the Association of its
obligations under the Documents;
4. to authorise any one or more board members of the Association or
the secretary of the Association (each of them an Authorised
Signatory) to execute and deliver the Documents and, in respect of
any Document to be executed as a deed of the Association, any two
Authorised Signatories (each being a board member or secretary of
the Association) or any board member of the Association in the
presence of a witness are authorised to execute them on the
Association’s behalf;
5. to authorise any one or more Authorised Signatory to do all acts
and things so as to carry into effect the purposes of the resolutions
contained in these minutes and/or to give or execute any or all
notices, communications or other documents on behalf of the
Association in connection with the Documents (including, without
limitation, any Utilisation Request) or the transactions contemplated
by them and to substitute a new Authorised Signatory and/or
appoint additional Authorised Signatories and to agree any
amendments, variations or modifications to the Documents as the
Authorised Signatory may in his absolute discretion think fit; and
6. that the execution of the Documents and/or notice, communication
or other document referred to above by any person authorised to
execute them will be conclusive evidence of the due authorisation
by the Association of the execution of the Documents, notice,
communication or other document.

16

PCHR TOR Review
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36/02/2021

BP presented the paper to the board which sought approval for the amended
Terms of Reference for the PCHR Board. Proposed changes include
amendments to the composition of the Board and changes to the functions
to reflect the need for oversight of open market sales schemes.

The following questions were raised and answered:
37/02/2021

Could you clarify the process/ criteria for appointing the proposed new
members? How will the Non- execs be chosen? How will co-optees be
chosen?
In terms of PCHR role in agreeing contracts, how will this interface with
the role of development committee? Will auditing of PCHR be part of
the normal internal and external audit arrangements for PCH?
Will we define a set of skills requirements for PCHR Board (As we do
for main Board) and appoint members of the Board in accordance with
this?
Is there a potential risk of conflicts of interest if members of PCH Dev
Committee are also members of PCHR Board - in other words the TOR
should reflect this?
Will the new code of governance apply to PCHR Board, including limits
on terms of office?
Will there be a formal review process of PCHR by main Board,
including a review of its investment in PCHR via the proposed RCF?

Once the new terms of reference have been agreed we will develop a skills
matrix for the PCHR board which will need to be agreed by the PCH Board.
We will then ask for expressions of interest from Board members to join the
board, and selection will be based on skills matching those in the skills
matrix.
We will then look to recruit externally with the aim of filling any skills gaps on
the PCHR Board.
There is a potential for conflicts of interest which will need to be managed in
accordance with the conflicts of interest policy. However, this doesn’t
preclude board members from sitting on both the PCHR Board and the PCH
Development Committee. To assist in managing any conflicts, it would be
helpful if there are some people who do not sit on both and wording will be
added to the terms of reference of both to reflect this.
The Code of Governance requires that the PCH Board considers and
determines whether and how the Code should apply to each of its
subsidiaries. This will be included in the Governance effectiveness review for
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2021/22. There are other Codes that could be considered as an alternative –
these are likely to also include limits on terms of office.
The new Code also requires that the benefits, risks and relationships
between subsidiary and parent are reviewed regularly by the Board. The
PCH Board will also be required to hold the board of each subsidiary
accountable for the delivery of its objectives. There is already a formal
review process in place for PCHR whereby accounts including the
performance of the open market schemes is considered in detail by the
Regeneration Board, Development Committee and the Main Board through
the Management Accounts.
The actual investment is a loan which attracts 4% interest the assessment at
the highest level being whether the interest is being paid, beyond this it is
then the assessment as referred to above on the performance of the
underlying activities.
In terms of agreeing contracts, the PCHR Board will agree contracts that
relate to the PCH Regeneration company. There is an agreed delegation
process for the approval of PCH development contracts through AHG,
Development Committee and Board. PCHR will only be able to enter into
contracts after the appropriate authorisation of schemes within PCH. Its
TORs should not allow it to enter into contracts for schemes that have not
been approved by PCH as its parent. Mostly PCH will contract with PCHR to
deliver for it (as with North Prospect) but PCHR will enter into open market
scheme contracts on a stand-alone basis. The Development Committee
oversees all development schemes in PCH and PCHR on behalf of the PCH
Board.
Internal and external audit will continue to apply to PCH Regeneration as
part of the normal audit processes.

38/02/2021

The PCH Board Agreed the reviewed terms of reference for the PCH
Regeneration Board attached as Appendix A of this report.

17

Communications Strategy Monitoring

39/02/2021

AS presented the report which sought agreement from the Board to the
extension of the Communications Strategy until December 2021- this would
enable work, delayed by the unprecedented demand created by the Covid19 pandemic, to take place this year.
Progress against the Communications Strategy was on track prior to Covid19. The final four (of 12) deliverables were due for completion by the end of
2020. However, Covid meant planned activities were delayed in order to
prioritise essential communications for staff, residents and contractors.
One of the most important pieces of work scheduled to take place last year
was the research required to create a new Communications Strategy.
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Surveys of Board Members, residents and staff were planned to understand
current and future needs and ambitions of our customers and stakeholders.
There have also been key developments in the past year, which will need to
be factored into the creation of the new Communications Strategy - the PCH
Business Plan refresh, the Housing White Paper, the Together with Tenants
Charter and the development of the MyPCH portal and website.
Extending the current Strategy for a year will allow the Communications
Team to complete the deliverables within the existing Strategy, and create a
new Strategy based on research, new customer and sector requirements
and the changing ways of working brought about by Covid-19.
It was also noted that the Strategy is not work in isolation by the
Communications team and as Covid has impacted the whole organisation
the extension would allow time to engage with Board Members, residents
and stakeholders.
Reassurance was provided to the board that the extension of the
Communications Strategy would not slow down the pace of work that was
already underway across various projects across the organisations.

The following questions were raised and answered:

40/02/2021

Q: I was delighted to see that the comms strategy includes the creation
of a digital (customer experience?) roadmap with deliverables,
consumer and business benefits. It was also great to see the feedback
to the portal.
It may be a better conversation for CFC but is the customer experience
strategy bigger than a comms strategy?
It seems a shame to have to wait for this exciting stuff until the end of
the year although I realise there is a lot going on. Are there any options
for getting any benefits/insights sooner?
The roadmap referred to in the Communications Strategy relates to
MyPCH/website. The priority at this stage is to complete Phase 2 of portal
development so the majority of resources will concentrate on this until
spring/summer. However, where we can, we will run activities concurrently
so we can maximise the project support and expertise available. This may
mean we can create the roadmap sooner.
We have a Resident Involvement Strategy and key policies and service
standards relating to customers but we do not currently have a Customer
Experience/Access Strategy. A future consideration of the need and how this
would relate to the activities of a Housing Association is something we can
consider post Lockdown when we have increased capacity.
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41/02/2021

Q: Does the team have an ongoing role in monitoring social media for
resident comments?
First responders to comments posted on our social media channels are the
Contact Centre staff members. They have a role assigned on a daily basis
with responsibility for managing and responding to social media
comments/contact from customers.
This is so customer service tasks sit with the customer service team and the
corporate messaging role sits with Communications.
We have an IT system in place, which is considered best practice for
managing social media, called Crowd Control. It logs customer contact from
all our social media accounts into one system and records the responses
given.
However, during busy times, the Communications Team supports the
Contact Centre and we have a monitoring role on social media as a back-up.
The team check our systems each morning, as well as media mentions, and
throughout the day to ensure that messages are responded to promptly.
The Communications Team also provides an assurance and support role regularly checking the quality of responses given through social media and
offering feedback to staff members.

42/02/2021

Q: As the extension of the Strategy would come after the challenges of
the Covid 19 pandemic, do we take into consideration to include into
the new Communication Strategy more aspects such as new
approaches to community engagement, new ways of working , a better
understanding of the role and value of first point contacts ( e.g Housing Officers ) ?
The new Communications Strategy will absolutely take into consideration the
new ways of working and learning experiences gained throughout the
Coronavirus.
There is a dedicated Resident Involvement Strategy created by the
Communities Team, which looks specifically at community engagement
approaches, and there are naturally areas of cross-over and interlinking
between these two work streams.
The Resident Involvement Strategy went to Board in November 2019 and is
due back for an update in light of the impact of Covid and other changes to
legislation. The Head of Communications and Marketing and the Head of
Communities and Housing with Support will work together to ensure the two
Strategies are complementary and aligned.

43/02/2021

Q: Are any of these already included in the Crisis Communication Plan,
please I see that this is reviewed each year ( point 12 from the
Appendix 1).
One of the first actions covered in the Crisis Communications plan is
establishing a ‘Core Team’ responsible for helping to manage any given
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situation. This team is made up of the most relevant and appropriate people
to be involved in responding to the particular crisis so membership is tailored
to any given scenario. But inevitably, this includes housing management and
others responsible for the area affected, along with a comms specialist. This
helps to make sure we find the most appropriate ways to
reach/communicate/engage people and manage the situation. This approach
was used successfully in our responses to the Clowance Street fire and
Mount Wise Towers to make sure we had people 'on the ground' to support
our residents

44/02/2021

Q: Does the social- media approach include a follow up of issues
raised online and a highlight (on the same channels) of the actions put
in place by PCH ?
Our approach to social media is to treat it like a customer contact channel
(see approach which is outlined in response to other question), so issues
raised are responded to as they would be via other methods of contacting
PCH. The approach is to always try to take the conversation off-line so that
we protect any personal information of the resident/person making contact.
We have noted the request from CFC to make sure we issue a public facing
response, so that it is clear the issue is/has been dealt with, although the
actual resolution conversations will take place in private.

45/02/2021

The PCH Board Approved the extension of the current Communications
Strategy until December 2021.
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Q3 Performance Report

46/02/2021

GM presented the report to the Board to give an update on performance
during Q3 2020/21.
A summary of the results showed a strong performance across most areas
and the narrative contained within the report provided further information
showing that overall the organisation continues to perform very well in
delivering services to residents in very challenging circumstances.
Void turnarounds are outside target and this continues to be carefully
monitored during the pandemic and further information is included in the
questions below.
The following questions were raised and answered.

47/02/2021

Q Is the void turnaround time solely down to Covid problems? Or any
issues pre dating Covid?
Prior to the pandemic taking hold, our void turnaround times were 23.77
days against the target of 20 days, so slightly above the optimum level but
this was reducing. As the initial lockdown came into effect, all void and letting
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work ceased, apart from where we were specifically asked to house a
homeless person or family, which built-in a significantly extended void
period. Once restrictions started to be lifted, we were (and still are) required
to ensure that all PCH-controlled workplaces are Covid-secure which
extends the time taken to re-let homes. As noted in the report, our void
turnaround times are not out of sync with the rest of the sector, and in a
number of cases we are performing better.
48/02/2021

Q: 1.1 Have we given consideration to conducting quarterly satisfaction
surveys for our Sheltered Housing residents? If not, do you think this
could be viable? I think there is benefit in it.
This survey is conducted monthly on a scheme by scheme basis so that all
residents have an opportunity to give feedback on their support and safety in
the home during a given year.

49/02/2021

Q: 2.1 Could we address the inconsistency in how we address the
Towers? Sometimes in reports they are the Devonport Towers and
other times Mount Wise. Maybe community engagement exercise to
determine name (even a new name) when the recladding work has been
completed?
Yes - we can certainly consider and complete an engagement exercise, we
can work with our Communities team regarding this. However we also need
to recognise that in discussions with residents at the Towers they each refer
to them in different ways themselves and are likely to continue to do so
whatever we call them.

50/02/2021

Q 2.2 Are there any elements of an EPC survey that can be conducted
when the gas check is undertaken? Or does the survey have to be
conducted in whole by an appropriately qualified person?
EPCs can only be carried out by Domestic Energy Assessors who have had
specific training to be able to carry out the survey in line with Government
guidance. The surveys can take up to an hour to complete, sometimes more
therefore unfortunately it is not a suitable tasks for a gas engineer. We have
suitably qualified resources in the Asset Management team.

51/02/2021

52/02/2021

Q) 3.2 I think our SO team needs to be formally thanked.
Noted, we will pass this on.
Q) 4.2 82% staff are very/fairly happy working for us. That's nearly 1/5th
that isn't. I am conscious that this equates to nearly 1/5th that may not
be as productive as they could be. Are we trying to ascertain what
issues there may be?
Yes, however there is some work required to upload employees’ department
names into the Reward Gateway platform (Jannet) so that satisfaction /
dissatisfaction can be analysed at department level without compromising
confidentiality. If we compare our performance in this area to landlords on
HouseMark, our results are at the median compared to others.
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53/02/2021

Q; What is the timescale within which we will need to get all stock to
EPC C or above? Are the costs of doing so reflected in Business Plan?
Will actions to achieve higher energy efficiency form part of a wider
carbon reduction strategy? What is timescale for this?
We are required to get all stock to a C and above by 2030. Based on the
stock condition survey provided by Savils there are general provisions in the
business plan to cover works which should deliver substantial compliance by
2030 however where there are properties that will be difficult and expensive
to upgrade we will have to consider whether this can be achieved within the
provisions and if not review our options. As yet we do not know the full cost
of achieving compliance and whether the amounts in the plan will be
sufficient. We are in the process of cleansing and analysing data about the
homes in preparation for the development of a new Environmental
Sustainability Strategy which will be heavily focussed on decarbonising the
housing stock and the wider business for example fleet and corporate
premises. There will be Board briefings relating to this strategy in the future.
The Board also asked for clarity at the meeting on the current EPC energy
ratings for our properties and how we compare to other similar organisations.
Assurance was given that the figures in the performance report give an
accurate reflection of where we are with our EPC’s as the report will only
show those properties who have received the survey. The Board were
reminded that the stock transferred to us is much older than that of some
other RP’s therefore it takes considerable investment to be able to bring
these properties up to the C rating which we aspire to. In some cases we will
not be able to do this and the properties will be put on the disposals list. This
discussion is on the agenda for the Board away day on the 12 February
2021.

54/02/2021

A discussion also took place around the current strains on the supply chain
due to Covid and Brexit and assurance was given that there were currently
no supply chain issues partly as a result of over stocking of key items earlier
in the year.
The board requested further information on the numbers of complaints that
had been referred over to the Housing Ombudsmen in the past year which
would included in the next report.

55/02/2021

The Board noted the performance outturns for Q3 2020/21.

19
56/02/2021

Rent Setting
JS presented the report to Board which set out the recommendations for rents
to apply from April 2021. It was explained that Dwelling Rental income was
fundamental to delivering the aims and objectives set out in our Business Plan
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and combined with service charges is close to 85% of the Association’s
turnover in 2019/20. Our rent setting polices and the recommendations within
this report meet the stipulations and guidance of Government policy and
regulation.
The Board should note that our General Needs Social Rents continue to be
very low. In 2018/19 our average Social Rents were the lowest in Plymouth
across all bedroom types compared with other providers. Our overall average
Social Rent was 6th lowest nationally. Due to nationally extended deadlines
as a result of Covid-19 we are not yet able to report the rents benchmarking
data for 2019/20.
In terms of Affordable Rents, PCH currently has the 4th highest average
general needs Affordable Rent of the 11 main providers in Plymouth.
Increases to garage rents and parking spaces outside the curtilage of the
property, based on the charges and principles agreed by the Board in
September 2018, are also included within this report. Garage rents and
parking spaces within the curtilage are recommended to increase in line with
Social Rent increases.
57/02/2021

The following questions were asked and answered:
Q: P15- have we seen evidence of residents complaining of different
rents for the same properties? How do we deal with this?
We have not received any formal complaints regarding different rents within
blocks, however do receive queries on occasions, which would usually be
made to Housing Officers or the Incomes Team.
When residents query the rent compared with others we explain that the rent
is set per property in accordance with govt formula/guidance and will vary
depending on whether Social or Affordable Rent. Staff explain that within
this framework, different rents for the same property type and area may be
different as a result of
•
being let at different times over many years and the government rules
and guidance changing over this time
•
effects of annual inflation increases and the 4yr period of -1%
reductions
•
movement over time in market rents in terms of how affordable rents
are set by reference to these upon relet
•
PCH board decisions, for example using the 5% rent flexibility and
decision to starting reducing affordable rent conversions back to Social Rent
over 3yrs
Once this is explained residents are generally satisfied with the explanation.
It should be noted that over the next two years c3,500 affordable rent
tenants will have their rent reduced back to Social rent and all these rents
will be reset on the same basis which should then resolve many perceived
inequalities in rent for the same type of property. This will still leave c6,000
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tenants on Social Rent whose rent is still not at the properties formula +5%
and will only move to this when relet in accordance with Govt guidance.
58/02/2021

Q: P17 - what estimated impact will the ending of the government’s
furlough scheme make on rent arrears?
Whilst we have information regarding tenants HB/UC status, we do not hold
information regarding furlough status, so unable to advise at this time. The
Incomes team do note in the system where somebody has engaged with us
and let us know that they are struggling financially specifically because of
Covid. A current estimate would be that around 250 tenants have let us
know this.
The current residential rent arrears for January are 1.64%, and the business
plan allows for an increase to 2.5%

59/02/2021

Q: P18 - lots of areas of Plymouth where we have stock, have
considerable parking problems. Garage rents can be off putting for
owners and this increases the parking problem. I understand that we
must get best commercial value, but is there anything we can do to
help solve parking problems?
In general, the areas where parking is a problem are in the more central
areas of the city, i.e. City Centre, Barbican, Stonehouse & Devonport. In
these areas our garages/parking spaces are near fully utilised, and we hold
no other land in these areas to use. We do have more availability of
garages/parking spaces on estates on the outskirts of the City, but are still
regularly letting these at the agreed rates.

60/02/2021

Q: I see that individual letters will be sent to tenants at the end of
February which set out the relevant increases and decreases to rent
(Communications with Tenants - page 20).
Can we make sure that those letters are going to underline the
importance of declaring the “change of circumstances “ to DWP for
those tenants who are on UC? An increase or decrease of the amount
of rent paid is a change of circumstance and must be declared on the
Universal Credit journal.
This will be included within the rents and service charge letters to be sent out
in February, and also the frequently asked questions. In addition, we can
also use social media to inform/remind residents.
During the meeting the rational for increasing Social Rent Relet’s by 5% was
discussed as this is the maximum allowed under the government’s policy
statement and the Board wished to understand why a lower rate hadn’t been
considered It was explained that in 2013 the Board adopted a strategy of
aiming to achieve mid-market social rent within Plymouth, and as part of this
strategy the Board agreed to utilise the flexibility to move all rents to formula
plus 5%.
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It was acknowledged that this was an appropriate considering that PCH
already has some of the lowest rental rates and higher than average costs
involved in maintaining and investing in our older housing stock.

61/02/2021

The PCH Board:
1) The PCH Board approved a Social Rent increase, for all existing tenants,
of 1.5% (September CPI plus 1%). This will increase the weekly average
Social Rent (excluding service charges) from £75.50 to £76.63; an
increase of £1.13.
2) The PCH Board approved a New Build Affordable Rent increase, for all
existing tenants, of 1.5% (September CPI plus 1%) This will increase the
weekly average rent (inclusive of service charges) from £134.91 to
£136.93; an increase of £2.02.
3) The PCH Board approved a reduction of 5% for existing tenants of
properties that have been converted to an Affordable Rent (inclusive of
service charges), subject to the reduced rent providing a premium. This
will reduce the weekly average Affordable Rent from £100.86 to £95.82;
a reduction of £5.04.
Where the reduced rent is less than the equivalent Social Rent plus
Service Charge, the Affordable Rent will revert to Social Rent
4) For properties converted back to Social Rent from Affordable Rent, the
Social Rent applied is formula plus 5% rent flexibility. No net rent to
increase by more than 1.5% (excluding service charges).
5) Relets
To continue to convert eligible void properties from Social Rent to
Affordable Rent as long as the rent provides a premium over and above
Social Rent plus Service Charge.
Affordable Relet Conversions - to apply 72% of market rent to
properties to be converted or already converted to Affordable Rent
(currently 76%)
General Needs Social Rent not meeting criteria for conversion - to
apply Formula Rent plus 5% rent flexibility
Housing with Support where not meeting criteria for conversion - to
apply Formula Rent plus 5% rent flexibility
Affordable Rent New Build/Acquired - continue to apply 80% of market
rent with a maximum cap at the LHA rate, subject to Homes England
grant requirements.
6) To continue to apply a cap so the gross Affordable Rent on relet is no
greater than the equivalent Local Housing Allowance.
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7) To approve the maximum number of properties to be converted to
Affordable Rent of 3,800.
8) To apply an increase of 0.5% (CPI) then a further +1%, for Shared
Ownership new build rents
9) To apply an increase of 1.5% (CPI+1%) to the seven Shared Equity
transferred properties.
10) Garages and Parking Spaces outside the curtilage of the property are
recommended to increase by 1.5% (CPI+1%), capped at a maximum
increase of £1 per week for tenants and £1.50 for private rentals in
accordance with the charges and principles agreed by Board in September
2018
11) Garage and Hardstanding charges within the curtilage of the property are
also recommended to increase by 1.5% (CPI+1%).
12) To change the regulatory property classification for 9 Weston Mill Drive
from “other” to General Needs Social Rent

20
62/02/2021

Service Charge Policy
NJ presented the report to seek board approval for a revised Service Charge
Policy and Strategy.
A briefing was presented to board on the 16th December 2020 setting out the
intended direction of the Policy and Strategy and feedback at this session
received has been considered in preparing these documents.
The Policy and Strategy has been consulted on and feedback from this
process has been considered in preparing these documents, and an
overview of the consultations included further within this report.

The following questions were raised and answered:
63/02/2021

Q: Could you provide some further information on the key objections
raised by the 2.5% of people who voted against this proposal?
Across the 2 questions asking if respondents felt the policy principals and
strategy objectives were fair, there were 8 additional comments given. The
comments given were generally specific tenancy points, and more individual
circumstances rather than principal/objective comments i.e. why do I need to
pay for communal costs if I don’t use them, why are home owners charged
the same as tenants, should there be lower charges for those on benefits.
These comments have been useful and taken into consideration when
drafting the rents and service charges frequently asked questions section for
the PCH website.
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A comment was made regarding more scrutiny and monitoring of external
management companies within the Policy, and the wording has been revised
to reflect this.
A comment was made regarding potential unaffordability issues with
services not covered by benefits. These are mostly for personal utility
charges which PCH passes on at cost from utilities providers. These
charges based on usage and are known when agreeing tenancies. Within
the rent and service charge letters, and the frequently asked questions, we
advise tenants to contact us if they have concerns regarding ability to pay.
64/02/2021

Q: Is it possible to have the Service Charge Policy presented in a
friendly format to all the residents? This idea came following a Stage 3
Panel complaint.
A friendly format would highlight the “look back - look forward
“process and how the service charge is being set up.
Can we cover this through different ways of communication to make
sure that the info reaches everyone? (e.g. a video on PCH social media, clear and concise info in In Touch magazine, info provided -by
post- on the back of the Rent Statement).
Following the complaint and feedback from the panel we are looking to
incorporate more information in the frequently asked questions page on the
PCH Website, this will include a full description and illustration of the
lookback calculation and how it’s applied. If possible an animation will be
used to illustrate the lookback calculation, we are still exploring this option.
The annual rent and service charge letters will signpost recipients in the
direction of the PCH website for more information. Consideration was given
to including the information within the rent and service charge letters
however it was felt that there was already a large amount of information to
absorb within the letters and this would be best placed as a separate source.
The proposed rent and service charge letters, and frequently asked
questions information, have been shared with PCH’s armchair advisors for
feedback, with responses due later this week.
Information will also be included in the In-touch magazine, and social media
posts will sign-post viewers to the frequently asked questions section of the
PCH website when letters have been sent.

65/02/2021

The Board approved:
1.
The Service Charge Policy
2.
The Service Charge Strategy
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Service Charge Setting

66/02/2021

Members of the Board are provided with an overview of the variable service
charges to our customers and the impact for 2021/22. It was explained that
in summary the charges will reduce by an average of £0.48 per week.
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The following questions were raised and answered:
67/02/2021

Q: Page 2 could you clarify if PCH is 8th or 6th lowest average gross
general needs social rent please. There seems to be different numbers
on different reports or have I misunderstood?
These stats are on slightly different basis, the service charge report quotes
the average gross General Needs social rent, so therefore including the
service charges figure (8th lowest) that would be added to the rent charge,
whereas the rent setting report quotes the pure rent average (6th lowest), so
without the service charges included. Comparison is 2018/19 - 258 largest
registered providers in England (those with stock over 1,000 units).
Compared to association in Plymouth (10) we have the lowest on gross and
other than for bedsits and 5 bed homes the lowest net social rents.

68/02/2021

Q: Once the MWT costs are "uncapped", will there be a maximum %
increase applied to the annual SC charge for those properties?
During 2021/22, in conjunction with residents, the future services to be
provided to the Towers will need to be redefined, including consideration of
the new fire safety and building safety bills currently going through
parliament. Once the legislation, services and costs have been established
we will be in a position to review how to implement and mitigate any
excessive increases.

69/02/2021

The PCH Board Approved:
1. Tenant and Leaseholder service charges, including personal charges
for water and heating etc., as revised in line with the variable service
charging policy.
2. Affordability caps to remain in place and cap limit to increase by 1.5%
+ 50p (September CPI 0.5%+1%)
3. Agreement of the temporary reductions to the 2021/22 service
charges, in respect of Devonport Towers while major works are
undertaken, Marlborough House gas costs, and Kings Court water
costs.
4. Reduction of costs for reduced service delivery due to the Covid
pandemic
5. Charging of additional costs incurred in safeguarding residents and
staff in response to Covid pandemic, with the exception of Property
Cleaning, deep clean costs.
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70/02/2021

This report presents the outturn to the end of December with a forecast of
the position to 31st March 2021. In July the Board approved a revised
budget for 2020/21 based on the June forecast, to take account of the
impact of Covid.
The year-to-date (YTD) operating surplus is £11.4m, c£6.5m better than the
revised budget. Overall turnover is £0.6m better than the revised budget
YTD, with rents net of voids £0.3m better. There is a significant reduction in
expenditure year to date with operating costs being c£6m below the revised
budget.
By 31st March 2021 the operating surplus is forecast to reduce to £8.3m,
£4.5m better than the revised budget. In June we were aware of significant
increases in the number of tenants applying for Universal Credit, and
increased the forecast charge to revenue to top up the provision for bad
debts to £1.5m. A detailed review of the bad debt provision was undertaken
during December resulting in a reduced forecast of £0.7m broadly similar to
the revenue charge to top up the provision made in 2019/20.
A comprehensive review of the forecasts has been undertaken to take into
account the operational capacity of the business and of our contractors now
that we are once again in a national lockdown. Operating costs are forecast
at £3.8m lower than the revised budget, with all service areas forecast lower
than budget. Both Shared Ownership sales and cost of sales are forecast
just above budget. The corporate contingency forecast has also been
reduced from £0.6m to £0.3m as there have been no calls on this to date.
Most capital budgets were also revised based on the June forecast, with the
Development budget revised based on the July forecast. Capital expenditure
at c£13.7m YTD and forecast at £29.9m, compared to the revised budget of
£45.3m, reflects both major repairs and development sites being closed
through the first lockdown. The forecast also assumes £10m of the
risk/opportunity contingencies within development is not required.
The net debt forecast as at 31st March 2021 at £115.7m is £5.8m less than
the revised budget.
There are no forecast breaches of the loan covenants with headroom of
c£10m on the tightest revenue covenant. The Golden Rules and Financial
Strategy aims are met at 31st March 2021.
The following questions were raised and Answered:

71/02/2021

Q: Table 1- Are commercial property rents under other income? If so,
how are these holding up?
Yes they are within other income and forecast at £1.890m which is broadly
on budget for the year, arrears levels have increased but still relatively low at
£50k of which we have set aside a 50% provision of £23k for this in case of
bad debt. The budget is set on a prudent basis and does not assume full
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occupancy. We have 4 vacant office spaces in Plumer currently and 5 shop
unit vacancies but the shop units are all either under offer or have interest.
72/02/2021

73/02/2021

74/02/2021

75/02/2021

76/02/2021

Q: P26- is the lack of resource around roofing work, labour, materials
or both? And is it Brexit or Covid related, or both?
Pressures on the roofing programme has resulted from a supply issue on the
concrete tiles, however we have sourced metal roofing as an alternative
which we are using in one area of the programme and concrete on all other
properties. The pressure on the supply chain was seen as a result of Covid,
we are looking at solutions and options to keep the programme rolling.
Q: P29- are all leaseholders routinely offered a monthly repayment plan?
Yes in accordance with policy they are all offered plans but the terms will
vary depending on whether they are resident or absentee leaseholder. The
plans can then be further refined depending on an affordability assessment if
they would struggle to pay, again in accordance with the policy.
QP39- HE decision on timescale for move on accommodation fundingis there anything we can do to protest about this?
Best protest in some ways is to refuse to sign the grant funding contract
which is the position we took. Homes England has since confirmed the
allocation has been removed rather than rolled over into 2021/22 financial
year.
Q: Major repairs revenue underspend - will this delay the planned
works going forward or will the 21/22 budget be increased accordingly
so that the future programme remains on track?
Yes it will delay works. We will look at the programme over the next 3 years
and rephase work after we have taken into account the likely covenant
position and business plan priorities. Whilst we are working with banks to
relax convents and increase flexibility it is unlikely we will fully catch up.
Work on Marlborough House has been factored into the plans.
Q: Block refurbishment - what is the reason for the forecasted £56k
overspend?
The delivery of this project has spanned two financial years. At the start of
the year the estimated figure to complete the project of Teats Hill and
Artillery Place was £124,000.
With ensuing lockdowns different ways of working the project has been
delayed and incurred additional fees to deliver it. It is forecasted that the
cost to complete project will be £140,000. (£16,000 more than the budgeted
figure at the start of the financial year).
When final account is reached the true cost of completion will be determined
and Liquidated & Ascertained Damages, will then be applied, and will be
looking to recover these additional costs from the contractor.

The board noted the addition of the information detailing the average time
taken for leaseholders to repay the cost of rechargeable major and minor
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works. It was requested that consideration be given on how to report on any
future leaseholder arrears for the repayment of these recharges.
77/02/2021

The PCH Board considered the outturn to the end of December 2020 and
forecast position to 31st March 2021.
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78/02/2021

JS presented the Quarterly treasury summary to the board detailing the
activity during the third quarter of 2020/21.
At the end of December the drawn funds were at £120.5m from facilities of
£175m. There had been no movement in the quarter in terms of loan
repayments or drawings. The net cash inflow for the quarter was £1.5m, with
cash generated from operating activities used to fund capital expenditure.
Our credit rating has maintained the A+ score with Standard and Poor’s
despite several other housing associations being downrated this year.
There were no forecast breaches of the loan covenants with headroom of
c£10m on the tightest revenue covenant. The Golden Rules and Financial
Strategy aims were met at 31st March 2021.
In July 2020 RBS / NatWest submitted a funding discussion document on
our future funding requirements and how they could support us. During
January we received a conditional offer from NatWest which outlined terms
to restructure the existing £45m term loan into a Revolving Credit Facility of
£65m. We have worked with Chatham and Womble Bond Dickinson to
assess the offer in relation to what is available in the market. A separate
paper has been presented to the Finance Committee to discuss the
recommendation to proceed with a £65m Revolving Credit Facility with a
term of 7 years. The Finance Committee approved further discussions with
NatWest with the Board approving an Efficient Decision to accept the offer.
This offer expired on 31 January 2021 so after this we are progressing to the
legal stages of the offer with a further meeting of the Finance Committee
taking place on 2 March 2021.
There have, however, been changes to the Affordable Homes Guarantee
Scheme in 2020 which may mean we would qualify for low cost funding on
development schemes including S106 schemes. We will be investigating this
opportunity and if we feel we can utilise this, we will bring a paper to the
Board.

79/02/2021
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The PCH Board :
1. Noted the Treasury Management Activity in the quarter.
2. Approved our continuing to draw bank funds at variable rates.

NHF Code of Governance
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80/02/2021

BP presented the report to the board explaining that new National Housing
Federation Code of Governance which was published in November 2020
following consultation throughout the sector to which they contributed.
The NHF Code was written specifically for the sector, and since transfer has
been the code that PCH has signed up to. It is structured around four
principles, Mission and values; strategy and delivery; Board effectiveness
and Control and assurance.
This report and associated appendices request that the Board consider
adopting the new Code with effect from the 1 April 2021, and note the
operational implementation plan that arises from the gap analysis that has
been undertaken.
Of particular note for Board members are the implications for board member
renewal and terms of office. The Code introduces a new maximum tenure
which will normally be up to six consecutive years. Where a member has
served six years, and the board agrees that it is in the organisations best
interests, their tenure may be extended up to a maximum of nine years. A
transition plan will need to be put into place to deal with this, and it is the
subject of a discussion at the Board’s strategic away day.

The following questions were raised and answered.
81/02/2021

Is there a Documented Community Investment Strategy?
PCH does not have a community investment strategy but we are a social
value business with community in the name. As such everything we do
relates to social purpose and our overarching strategy is our Strategic
Business Plan. HACT describes community investment as “the work that
housing providers undertake with communities which is in addition to their
responsibilities for providing housing”. Various departments deliver on this,
not least the communities team and funding is provided to support the
activities.

82/02/2021

Do we have an idea of how long a transition period might be acceptable
to the regulator? Seems to me that we need to know this to assess the
extent of the challenge we face?
The Code works on the basis of comply or explain. If PCH adopts the new
Code from the 1 April 2021, the Board will need to certify compliance with
the Code – and explain any non-compliance – in the annual accounts for
2021/22. In effect, there is a year to put changes in place to allow the
certification of compliance.
However, some changes, such as to those to the terms of office could
present a risk to PCH if they are implemented within 12 months – because of
the number of Board members affected.
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The Regulator will expect to see a plan which takes PCH to compliance
within a reasonable period of time, having assessed the risks to the
organisation.
The Board will be able to discuss such a plan at the away day on the 12 th
February.
The Board:
1) Agreed that PCH should adopt the NHF Code of Governance 2020
with effect from the 1 April 2021
2) Noted that the Board will have to either certify compliance with the
Code in the annual accounts for 2021/2022 or explain any noncompliance.
3) Noted the compliance assessment and delegate the monitoring of the
compliance implementation plan to Audit and Risk Committee
4) Noted that the Board succession plan will be discussed in more detail
at the strategic Board away day on the 12th February 2021.

25

Forward plan

83/02/2021

The forward plan for the year 2021 was reviewed and no changes were
made at this time.

84/02/2021

Meeting closed at 18:31

85/02/2021

Date of Next Meeting Thursday 25th March 2021.

Signature……

Certified as a true copy

Nick Lewis – Chair Date 25 March 2021

Belinda Pascoe, Head of Governance

Date21 March 2021
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